Jeppesen Tailored Maps
Tailored Maps Content for Do-It-Yourself Operations

Jeppesen Tailored Maps is a web-based application enabling airline ground operations to supplement Jeppesen enroute data with operationally specific in-house content. It also offers airlines full distribution control independent of external data cycles and criteria for data-depiction on pilot mobile EFB’s.

Here’s how Jeppesen Tailored Maps can help your operations run more efficiently and effectively.

**Full Control** – Enables on demand or cycle-based updates of company-specific enroute information.

**Faster Distribution** – Reduced distribution time for company-owned supplemental enroute information.

**Lower Distribution Costs** – Decreased distribution costs for company-owned supplemental enroute information through self-service preview and publishing capabilities.

**Fewer Operational Disruptions** – Decreased risk of operational disruptions caused by missing company-owned supplemental enroute data.

**Less Heads-Down Time** – Reduced pilot heads-down time as supplemental information is no longer displayed separately and independent of Jeppesen dynamic enroute charts.

**Tailored Maps capabilities**

- Enables the creation of tailored enroute content for depiction on FliteDeck Pro, including:
  - ETOPs range rings based on user-defined parameters such as location, time, distance and aircraft type
  - Company airports with details on fleet use, airport capabilities, communication frequencies and local contacts
  - Location-based communication details
  - Provides company specific information, including airport and aircraft/fleet details
  - Exports C070 reports specifying regular, refueling, provisional and alternate airports
  - Shows all saved, previewed, scheduled and published enroute data at a glance
  - Previews tailored enroute data and publishes on-cycle or on-demand

**System requirements**

Jeppesen Tailored Maps ground tool is a web-based application and available via your preference of web browser on desktop:

- Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer (Version 11), Safari

FliteDeck Pro 3.0/9.0 or higher is required to view supplemental enroute data on mobile devices and Jeppesen Distribution Manager Pro (JDM Pro) is required for distribution of content data to mobile devices and other ground tools.

Learn more about what we offer.

For more information about Jeppesen Tailored Maps and unique capabilities provided by our ground solutions, please visit [jeppesen.com/groundcontrols](http://jeppesen.com/groundcontrols) or contact your account manager.